Jelly Roll Rug

**Supplies** - 2 sided fusible foam (2 yards)
- 1 yard back of rug and binding strips
- 16 2 ½” x 35” coordinating jelly roll strips *note may only need 14 strips for
  Or cut 2 ½” strips from yardage
- Coordinating thread
- Scissors
- Rotary cutter

1. Use pattern to cut two half circles from foam - cut one at a time
2. Fuse backing fabric to one half circle foam, press on freezer paper to protect ironing board
3. Fuse other half circle foam on top of backing foam piece. *Note pick iron up when fusing do not slide
4. Choose two pieces of jelly roll strips, with right sides together stitch along long edges of both sides ¼ inch seam. Iron the cut down the middle of the long strip. Sew all strips into pairs and cut down the middle.
5. Randomly pick 8 strips sew along the long 35” edge making 4 total strip sets. Press seams to one side.
6. Sew all 4 strip sets together in a pattern you like to complete rug top. Fuse to half circle foam. Make sure to align straight of strips to edge of foam.
7. Starting along bottom straight edge stitch in the ditch on top of strip sets *note you may need to switch stitching directions on each row to prevent wrinkles change stitch length to 3.0 use a shape needle and walking foot if you have one
8. Trim rug top and back to match foam *note waste from trimming could be made into potholders. Kitchen rug and a pair of potholders can make a super nice gift
9. Cut 4 pieces of binding 2 ½ x 35” from backing fabric. Make quilt binding and attach to front curve first. Then bind straight edge folding to finish corners.
10. Done Enjoy